2017 Catalog

- LED Flashlights and Helmet Lights
- Non-Incendiary FlipFlare Kits
- Vehicle Lighting Kits
- LANDING ZONE KITS
- Road Flare and Landing Zone Kits
- Law Enforcement Vehicle Lighting
- Police, Fire, and EMS Lighting
- Construction and Area Lighting
- Railroad and Marine Lights

LED LIGHTS TO WORK, WARN AND SAVE LIVES™
WWW.LEDLIGHTS.COM
BeastBar™ Light Bars are state-of-the-art military grade spot or flood illumination including patented electronics designed to assure reliability and maximize efficiency. BeastBar™ is available in a variety of lengths from 7 inches to 54 inches and emit your choice of several beam patterns including spot, flood or extra wide. The heavy duty aluminum frame is available in Black Anodized OR Marine White finish. Its totally waterproof configuration makes it excellent for harsh environments. The modular polycarbonate optics are extremely tough & easily replaced.

BeastBar™ Light Bars are available in the following lengths:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>4106</th>
<th>6 LEDs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>4110</td>
<td>12 LEDs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>4120</td>
<td>24 LEDs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>4130</td>
<td>36 LEDs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>4140</td>
<td>48 LEDs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>4150</td>
<td>60 LEDs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>4160</td>
<td>72 LEDs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>4170</td>
<td>84 LEDs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>4180</td>
<td>96 LEDs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>4190</td>
<td>108 LEDs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>4195</td>
<td>120 LEDs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BODY LENGTH</th>
<th># of LEDs</th>
<th>WATTS</th>
<th>LUMENS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-1/16”</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1,650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-3/16”</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>3,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-7/8”</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>6,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-1/2”</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>9,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27-3/16”</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>13,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33-7/8”</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>16,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-1/2”</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>19,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47-3/16”</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>23,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53-7/8”</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>26,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-1/2”</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>29,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67-3/16”</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>33,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BEASTBAR™ LIGHT BARS

STATE-OF-THE-ART LED LIGHT BARS

- BEASTBAR™ Light Bars are designed and manufactured in the USA
- Available emitting up to 29,700 Lumens
- 50,000 hour life LED design
- Weatherproof, Shock, and Vibration Proof
- Stainless Steel Hardware
- Submergeable and Waterproof
- Available with Cover for Street Driving
ThriftyFlare™ Features Model 6000 is the economical LED Road Flare. It emits an intense steady light beam, is tall enough to be seen above bumps in the roadway, and it deters snow cover-up during snowstorms. A single ThriftyFlare™ costs less than (4) typical incendiary flares, yet will outlast up to (30) of them before a battery change is required! This flare does an excellent job and is expendable because of its low cost.

* Model 6040 includes a Flashing/Steady Circuit.

ThriftyFlare™ MODEL 6000 Features:

- Low cost if left behind during emergencies
- No hazardous chemicals or burns hazards
- Lightweight and compact
- 360° beam visible from all directions
- High efficiency LED lamp
- Does not leave behind sharp parts or hazardous chemicals if left in the roadway
- Highly visible fluorescent case
- Tall enough to be seen over road debris
- It can stand inside a traffic cone to illuminate the cone
- Available with “Snow Covers” to deter snow from blocking light
- The BASIC model has a steady beam, but flares are also available with flashing/steady beams
- Available individually or in handy kits of (6) or (24) flares

OPTIONS:

- **CHOOSE LED COLOR:** Red, Amber
- **CHOOSE SNOW COVER**
- **CHOOSE CORRUGATED BOX OR RED PLASTIC CASE**
  » Typically purchased in KITS:
  » Corrugated Box (6 Flare Kit)
  » Sturdy Plastic Case (24 Flare Kit)

SPECIFICATIONS:

- Approximate Dimensions:
  6” Height x 1” Diameter
- Approximate Weight:
  0.2 lbs (3.2 oz)

A single ThriftyFlare™ MODEL 6000 Steady Circuit outlasts (10) incendiary flares with each battery change, and a MODEL 6040 Flashing/Steady Circuit will outlast (70) incendiary flares!

THRIFTY FLARE™ KITS

**KIT 6600:**
(6) Steady Light ThriftyFlare™ Model 6000 LED road flares in a corrugated cardboard box.

**KIT 6640:**
(6) Flashing/Steady Light ThriftyFlare™ Model 6040 LED road flares in a corrugated cardboard box.

* KIT 6640 is identical to KIT 6600 except it features a more efficient Flashing/Steady Light.

**KIT 6602:**
(24) Steady Light ThriftyFlare™ Model 6000 LED road flares in a sturdy Red Plastic case.

**KIT 6642:**
(24) Flashing/Steady Light ThriftyFlare™ Model 6040 LED road flares in a corrugated cardboard box.

* KIT 6642 is identical to KIT 6600 except it features a more efficient Flashing/Steady Light.

ThriftyFlare™ Model 6000 inside a traffic cone

Available in:
RED or AMBER
MightyFlare™ is a powerful, disc-shaped, LED based electronic flare. It makes an excellent replacement for fire-based (incendiary) road flares currently in use at accident scenes. MightyFlare™ is an optical instrument designed and manufactured in the USA, and built like a tank. Its designer has engineered lights for fighter jets, nuclear submarines, explosive mine-resistant vehicles and many other military platforms. Using Light Path™ technology, MightyFlare™ guides advancing traffic past accident scenes without the danger of incendiary flares or the confusion of rotary blinking flares.

MightyFlare™ is a powerful, disc-shaped, LED based electronic flare. It makes an excellent replacement for fire-based (incendiary) road flares currently in use at accident scenes. MightyFlare™ is an optical instrument designed and manufactured in the USA, and built like a tank. Its designer has engineered lights for fighter jets, nuclear submarines, explosive mine-resistant vehicles and many other military platforms. Using Light Path™ technology, MightyFlare™ guides advancing traffic past accident scenes without the danger of incendiary flares or the confusion of rotary blinking flares.

MightyFlare™ is a powerful, disc-shaped, LED based electronic flare. It makes an excellent replacement for fire-based (incendiary) road flares currently in use at accident scenes. MightyFlare™ is an optical instrument designed and manufactured in the USA, and built like a tank. Its designer has engineered lights for fighter jets, nuclear submarines, explosive mine-resistant vehicles and many other military platforms. Using Light Path™ technology, MightyFlare™ guides advancing traffic past accident scenes without the danger of incendiary flares or the confusion of rotary blinking flares.

MightyFlare™ is a powerful, disc-shaped, LED based electronic flare. It makes an excellent replacement for fire-based (incendiary) road flares currently in use at accident scenes. MightyFlare™ is an optical instrument designed and manufactured in the USA, and built like a tank. Its designer has engineered lights for fighter jets, nuclear submarines, explosive mine-resistant vehicles and many other military platforms. Using Light Path™ technology, MightyFlare™ guides advancing traffic past accident scenes without the danger of incendiary flares or the confusion of rotary blinking flares.
FlipFlare™ is a powerful electronic flare kit utilizing a set of MightyFlare™ electronic flares with ADVANCED FLASHING CIRCUITS and GRAVITY SWITCHES, snapped into a light-transmitting case. The FlipFlare™ Kit makes an excellent replacement for incendiary road flares currently in use at accident scenes. MightyFlares™ are precision optical instruments manufactured in the USA. Using Light Path™ technology, MightyFlares™ guide traffic around accident scenes without the danger of incendiary flares or the confusion of rotary blinking flares. The MightyFlare™ lights include a gravity switch which extinguishes the light when they are upside down and automatically activates the lights when they are placed upright. Just grab the kit from its inverted storage position, flip it over, and the kit instantly illuminates, saving precious time at accident scenes and protecting you as you deploy the lights.

OPTIONS:

1. **CHOOSE A “SINGLE COLOR” or “DUAL COLOR” KIT:**
   You may choose a “Single Color” for the entire kit, or a “DUAL COLOR” option wherein 1/4th of the lights emit COLOR#1 and the remaining lights emit COLOR#2.

   **Available Colors:** Red, Amber, White, Blue, Green or Infrared.

2. **CHOOSE BATTERIES:** “AA” Alkaline batteries are included standard. MODELS 9800, 9810 & 9820 use “AA” Alkaline or Lithium batteries. MODELS 9885, 9886 & 9887 feature Rechargeable batteries. (Note: Rechargeable batteries require a charger. See accessory 7500-CH4AA.

3. **CHOOSE THE LENS:** Choose either a single direction lens or a 360° visibility lens. The single direction lens is (3) times the intensity of the 360° lens.

4. **CHOOSE A MAGNETIC BASE:**
   The standard base is non-magnetic, but you can choose a single magnet base for holding to a stationary metallic surface or a triple magnet base for more powerful holding such as the underside of a vehicle trunk.

See MightyFlare™ (Models MFBX, MFAX, MFGX & MFRX) individual light sheet for details on the options.

* Customize your kit by separately selecting the MightyFlare™ lights (Models MFBX, MFAX, MFGX & MFRX), then select the transparent case as an accessory.*
MIGHTYFLARE™ Features:
This powerful kit utilizes a group of (4) to (12) MightyFlare™ electronic flares snapped into a light transmitting case. The lights are manually activated by a switch and are available in “Steady Beam” or “Flashing” lights. The kit is an excellent replacement for the incendiary road flares currently in use at accident scenes. The transparent carrier case provides additional protection from oncoming vehicles by illuminating the first responder.

OPTIONS:

1. CHOOSE A “SINGLE COLOR” or “DUAL COLOR” KIT:
You may choose a “Single Color” for the entire kit, or a “DUAL COLOR” option wherein 1/4th of the lights emit COLOR#1 and the remaining lights emit COLOR#2.

   Available Colors: Red, Amber, White, Blue, Green, or Infrared.

2. CHOOSE BATTERIES: “AA” Alkaline batteries are included standard. MODELS 9830, 9840 & 9850 use “AA” Alkaline or Lithium batteries. MODELS 9885, 9886 & 9887 feature Rechargeable batteries.
(Note: Rechargeable batteries require a charger. See accessory 7500-CH4AA.

3. CHOOSE THE LENS: Choose either a single direction lens or a 360° visibility lens. The single direction lens is (3) times the intensity of the 360° lens.

4. CHOOSE A MAGNETIC BASE:
The standard base is non-magnetic. A magnetic base is available on each light for holding to a stationary metallic surface.

See MightyFlare™ (Models MFBX, MFAX, MFGX & MFRX) individual light sheet for details on the options.

* Customize your kit by separately selecting the MightyFlare™ lights (Models MFBX, MFAX, MFGX & MFRX), then select the transparent case as an accessory.

FLIPFLARE™ General Features:
• LED Design Bulbs Last Forever
• Shockproof, Vibration Proof, Watertight
• LED Colors Available: Red, Amber, White, Blue, Green or Infrared
• Standard emitted color is RED, however some departments are mixing BLUE or WHITE to further alert drivers.
• Uses Standard “AA” Batteries. Choose Either Alkaline, Lithium or Rechargeable
• Highly Efficient-Costs 6¢/hr. When Flashing
• Lights are tough enough to withstand vehicular run over!
These high tech road flare kits employ the MightyFlare™ which has a disc shape. The design operates using 3 standard AA-sized batteries. The MightyFlare™ is a powerful safety device and should not be confused with imported toy flares. It is available with either a BASIC STEADY beam circuit emitting a steady light, or an ADVANCED FLASHING beam circuit having 5 selectable flash patterns and 4 selectable intensity settings. The ADVANCED FLASHING circuit is a good choice for those who need to adjust the flash and intensity to their specific requirements. Check the individual product sheet on this flare to see which of our flares is best for your requirements.

The MightyFlare™ is a highly efficient and powerful LED based electronic flare, and is used for a myriad of purposes. It makes an excellent replacement for the fire-based (incendiary) road flares currently in use at accident scenes. MightyFlares™ are optical instruments designed and manufactured in the USA. Don’t let the good looks fool you, they are built like a tank. Their designer has engineered lights for fighter jets, nuclear submarines, explosive mine-resistant vehicles and many other military platforms.

Using patented Light Path™ technology, MightyFlare™ with the ADVANCED FLASHING circuit, guides traffic past accident scenes without the danger of incendiary flares or the confusion of rotary blinking flares.

One of the most serious accidents that can occur at an emergency scene occurs when an oncoming vehicle strikes a first responder who is on foot. MightyFlares™ can reduce set up time by 90%, drastically reducing the probability of this type of accident.

OPTIONS
1. Choose batteries: No Batteries, Alkaline, Lithium or Rechargeable batteries. Rechargeable batteries require a charger.

2. Choose the lens: choose either a 360° visibility lens or a single direction lens. The single direction lens is (3) three times the intensity of the 360° lens; however it directs the light beam in only one direction.

3. Choose a magnetic base: the standard base is non-magnetic, but you can choose a single magnet base for holding to a stationary metallic surface or a triple magnet base for more powerful holding such as the underside of a vehicle trunk.
Equal to the standard MightyFlare™ in intensity, it is also tough, and can also withstand being run over! However, whereas the disc shaped MightyFlare™ after numerous run overs appears untouched. The MightyFlare™ Stick can be scratched and eventually damaged after multiple run overs due to the fact that is abused from many different angles of attack by the tires. This run over disadvantage is offset by the advantage of the tall design which makes it ideal for areas that experience frequent snowfall. The light remains visible even after 8 inches of snowfall! The MightyFlare Stick™ can also illuminate safety cones, by placing the inverted flare inside of top hole. Illuminating the cone in this way is superior to designs that use brackets to attach the light to the top of the cone as those designs create a new hazard if brackets are projected into the air after vehicle impact. The MightyFlare Stick™ optionally includes a 3” wide reflective band to assure its visibility at all times, and a small orange flag accessory to provide visibility in sunlight.

**OPTIONS:**

1. **CHOOSE THE CIRCUIT:** The BASIC STEADY BEAM circuit is standard. It is the most economical, and provides a steady light beam. You can choose the ADVANCED FLASHING BEAM circuit, which includes 4 Intensity Selections and 5 Different Flash Patterns.

2. **CHOOSE EMITTED LIGHT COLOR:** Red, Amber, White, Blue, Green, or Infrared.

3. **CHOOSE BATTERIES:** “AA” alkaline batteries included. Lithium or Rechargeable batteries available. (Note: Rechargeable batteries require a charger see accessory 7500-CH4AA.

4. **CHOOSE LENS:** Choose either a 360 degree visibility lens or a single direction lens. The single direction lens is (3) times the intensity of the 360 degree lens; however it directs the light beam in only one direction.

5. **CHOOSE REFLECTIVE TAPE:** Add a 3 inch wide reflective tape band which provides additional visibility by reflecting vehicle head lights.

**ACCESSORIES:**

- **7500-OFLAGS** – 3” x 3” x 4.5” orange flag improves visibility in bright sunlight. The flag is not suitable during gusty winds as it could cause the light to be blown over.

- **7500-CONER:** Rubber ring fits on light to prevent inverted light from falling into traffic cone.

- **7500-CH4AA:** 120V, AC charger for 4 AA NiMH batteries. Charges 4 in 30 minutes. Includes four (4) NiMH rechargeable batteries.

- **7500-RPOUCH:** Red nylon zippered case holds up to SIX (6) MightyFlare Stick™ type flares.

- **7500-RMFSC6:** Red plastic, closed cell foam-lined carrying case for SIX (6) MightyFlare Stick™ type flares.

- **7500-RMFSC8:** Red plastic, closed cell foam-lined carrying case for EIGHT (8) MightyFlare Stick™ type flares.

**MFSB Series - BASIC CIRCUIT** includes:

- Steady Beam Only
- 7 hour battery life at High Intensity followed by 11 hours at Medium Intensity

**MFSB Series - ADVANCED CIRCUIT** includes:

- 5 Different Flash Patterns
  - Medium Frequency Pulse
  - 3 Hi-Intensity Pulses/Steady Low
  - SOS Morse Code
  - 3 Hi-Intensity Pulses then OFF
  - Steady ON
- 4 Intensity Selections
  - LOW, MEDIUM, HIGH, VERY HIGH

Battery life up to 400 hours depending on flash pattern and intensity selected.
These high tech road flare kits employ our MightyFlare Stick™ which has a stick shape similar to an incendiary flare but without the hazards. The MightyFlare Stick™ operates using 3 standard AA-sized batteries. They are equal in intensity and battery life to the disc-shaped MightyFlare™. Both are powerful safety devices and should not be confused with imported toy flares. Also, both designs offer either a BASIC STEADY beam circuit emitting a steady light, or an ADVANCED FLASHING beam circuit having 5 selectable flash patterns and 4 selectable intensity settings. The ADVANCED FLASHING circuit is a good choice for those who need to set the flash and intensity to their specific requirements. Check the individual product sheet (Series MFS) on these flares to see which flare is best for your requirements.

Both MightyFlare™ and MightyFlare Stick™ are highly efficient and powerful LED based electronic flares, and are used for a myriad of purposes. Both make an excellent replacements for the fire-based (incendiary) road flares currently in use at accident scenes. They are optical instruments designed and manufactured in the USA.

Don't let their good looks fool you, they are each built like a tank. Their designer has engineered lights for fighter jets, nuclear submarines, explosive mine-resistant vehicles and many other military platforms.

Using patented Light Path™ technology, MightyFlare™ and MightyFlare Stick™ with the ADVANCED FLASHING circuit, guide traffic past accident scenes without the danger of incendiary flares or the confusion of rotary blinking flares.

One of the most serious accidents that can occur at an emergency scene occurs when an oncoming vehicle strikes a first responder who is on foot. Both MightyFlare™ can reduce set up time by 90%, drastically reducing the probability of this type of accident.
Fire Departments are now required to carry ILLUMINATED safety cones for marking accident scenes, road hazards and working fire scenes. MightyFlare™ easily satisfies this requirement. The powerful MightyFlare Stick™ light is placed upside-down into the cone through the top hole, where it illuminates the interior of the cone. A rubber cone ring prevents the light from falling into the cone. In this design, the light is protected by the cone during vehicle run-over. An additional advantage is that the cone can include a light port so that the entire cone is illuminated from the interior while the powerful light beam emits its full intensity through the light port at oncoming traffic. Finally, the light can alternatively be placed upright in the cone so that the powerful beam is at the top of the cone.

Illuminating the cone using an inverted MightyFlare Stick™ light is superior to designs that use brackets to attach the light to the top of the cone as those designs create a new hazard if brackets are projected into the air after vehicle impact.

We offer the safety cones, with or without light ports, as a complete kit of flares and cones, or as accessories if you already use our flares. If you already have cones, we can supply just the flares as well.

Model MFCB - Basic Steady Circuit:
- Steady Beam Only
- 7 hour battery life at High Intensity followed by 11 hours at Medium Intensity
- Includes cone ring accessory AC-CONE

Model MFCA - Advanced Flash Circuit:
5 Different Flash Patterns:
- Medium Frequency Pulse (90 min. +/- )
- 3 Hi-Intensity Pulses / Steady Low
- SOS Morse Code
- 3 Hi-Intensity Pulses then OFF
- Steady ON

4 Intensity Selections
LOW MEDIUM HIGH VERY HIGH
- Includes cone ring accessory AC-CONE

Battery life up to 400 hours depending on flash pattern and intensity selected.
The MightyFlare Stick™ Cone includes all of the features of the MightyFlare Stick™ plus a removeable washer to prevent the light from falling into old style traffic cones which have a large diameter top hole. For customers having standard traffic cones with top holes of diameters less than 1-3/16” may select the MightyFlare Stick™ Models MFSA and MF5B as a rubber washer is no required.

**OPTIONS:**

1. **REFLECTIVE TAPE:** 3” REFLECTIVE TAPE on each light.

2. **CHOOSE BATTERIES:** “AA” Alkaline batteries included. Lithium or Rechargeable batteries are available, or choose No Batteries.

   (Note: Rechargeable batteries require a charger. See accessory 7500-CH4AA.)

**ACCESSORIES:**

7500-CH4AAA: Includes 4 Rechargeable Batteries and Battery Charger.

7500-FLAGS8: 8 Orange flags in a tube carier to increase the visibility of the MightyFlare Stick™ in bright sunlight.

These High-Tech road flares employ the MightyFlare™ which has a disc shape. The design operates using 3 standard “AA” batteries. The MightyFlare™ is a powerful safety device and should not be confused with imported toy flares. It is available with either a BASIC STEADY BEAM circuit or an ADVANCED FLASHING BEAM circuit having 5 selectable flash patterns and 4 selectable intensity settings. The ADVANCED FLASHING circuit is a good choice for those who need to adjust the flash and intensity to their specific requirements. Check the individual product sheet on this flare to see which of our flares is best for your requirements.

The MightFlare™ is a highly efficient and powerful LED based electronic road flare and is used for a myriad of purposes. It makes an excellent replacement for the fire-based incendiary road flares currently in use at accident scenes. MightyFlare™ LED Road Flares are optical instruments designed and manufactured in the USA. Don’t let the good looks fool you, they are built like a tank. Their designer has engineered lights for fighter jets, nuclear submarines, explosive mine resistant vehicles and many other platforms.

Using patented Light Path™ Technology, our MightyFlare™ with the ADVANCED FLASHING BEAM circuit guides traffic past accident scenes without the dangers of incendiary flares or the confusion of rotary blinking flares.

One of the most serious accidents that can occur at an emergency scene occurs when an oncoming vehicle strikes a first responder who is on foot. MightyFlares™ can reduce setup time by 90%, drastically reducing the probability of this type of accident.
BEASTBEAM™ is a powerful LED based flashlight which includes dual intensity control with an output beam exceeding 100 lumens. This tough light is compact, lightweight, and uses standard “AA” batteries. It is watertight and molded of engineering-grade polymer. Finally, there are a number of options to assure that this light easily fulfills your requirements.

**ACCESSORIES:**
- 7500-HELMETB: Helmet Band Mount includes silicone band to attach light to most helmets. The light easily snaps into and out of the clip for easy access. The light can be rotated while in the clip. We suggest MODEL 5020 light including finned thumb switch with this accessory as it is easily turned OFF/ON with heavy gloves.
- 7500-HELMETC: Helmet Mount Clip securely attaches with 2 screws (provided) to accessory slot on most construction hard hats. The light easily snaps into and out of the clip for easy access. The light can be rotated while in the clip. We suggest MODEL 5020 light including finned thumb switch with this accessory as it is easily turned OFF/ON with heavy gloves.

**OPTIONS:**
1. **CHOOSE COLOR OF EMITTED LIGHT:**
   - White (standard), Red, Green, Blue, Amber, Infrared, or Ultraviolet.

2. **CHOOSE BATTERIES:**
   - “AA” Alkaline batteries included. Lithium or Rechargeable batteries available. (Note: Rechargeable batteries require a charger see accessory 7500-CH4AA.

3. **CHOOSE CASE COLOR:**
   - Standard color is fluorescent yellow. Black is optional.

4. **CHOOSE A HOODED BEZEL:**
   - Standard bezel is not hooded. However, you may choose a hooded bezel which blocks emitted light from emerging sideways. The hooded bezel increases your security by reducing your visibility from the side. It also reduces the stray light which is undesirable in smoke filled fire zones.

5. **CHOOSE POCKET CLIP:**
   - Heavy Duty Polymer
   - Stainless Steel

**BATTERY LIFE:**
- High Intensity - 7 hours
- Low Intensity - 70 hours

**MODEL 5000:** - Rotary bezel activation. Most economical design.

**MODEL 5010:** - Thumb switch activation. Excellent for one-handed control with bare hands or light gloves.

**MODEL 5020** - Finned thumb-switch activated. Excellent for one-handed control even with heavy gloves. Especially useful when light is mounted on helmets.

**7500-HOLL:** Leather Holster:
- for belts up to 2-1/4” wide, holds light vertically. Plain Finish.

**7500-HOLP:** Polymer Belt Holster:
- Polymer Plastic Holster for belts up to 2-1/4” wide, holds light vertically. Designed to accommodate typical Duty Belts.

**7500-HOLS:** Polymer Swivel Holster:
- Polymer Plastic Swivel Holster for belts up to 2-1/4” wide, holds light vertically. Designed to accommodate typical Duty Belts.

**7500-HDCLIP:** Heavy-Duty Polymer Pocket Clip:
- This may be installed on the light at any time.

**7500-BASE:** Wall-Mount Bracket:
- Bracket is screwed to the wall and stores light on wall. Light snaps free as needed.

**7500-CH4AA:** 120V, AC charger for 4 “AA” NiMH batteries - Charges (4) batteries in 30 minutes.

**7500-RTBELT:** Heavy-Duty Rotating Belt Clip:
- For belts up to 1” wide. Attaches to belt and permits lights to rotate up or down.

**STATE-OF-THE-ART LED FLASHLIGHT**
- White 100 Lumen Beam
- Fluorescent Yellow or Black Case
- Dual High/Low Intensity

**MODEL 5020**
- Finned thumb-switch activated. Excellent for one-handed control even with heavy gloves. Especially useful when light is mounted on helmets.

**50,000 hr. LED bulb**
- Size 5-7/8” long
- Patented Design

7500-HELMETB: Helmet Band Mount
- 50,000 hr. LED bulb
- Size 5-7/8” long
- Patented Design
BEASTBEAM HL™ is a powerful LED flashlight with an output beam exceeding 100 lumens. It can be operated in 3 different modes:

- HIGH intensity flashlight
- HIGH intensity flashlight with a Dual Color Side-Flashing strobe
- Dual Color flashing strobe by itself

The strobe mode can be used while wearing the light in an accessory holster or clip for hands-free safety! The clear housing maximizes the strobe efficiency.

**MODEL 5080 (FOR FIRE/EMS):**
Firefighter’s Helmet Light Kit includes a flashlight with (3) modes of operation plus a silicone band & bracket for attaching to the helmet. The light can rotate in the bracket & easily snaps in & out of the bracket. The light also has a Finned Thumbswitch, allowing it to be turned “ON & OFF” with bare hands or gloves.

**MODEL 5085 (FOR CONSTRUCTION):**
Similar to MODEL 5080 except the light includes a bracket for a construction helmet.

**MODEL 5090 (FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT):**
Similar to MODEL 5080 except the light includes a bracket for a structured helmet with protective visor.

**MODEL 5064:**
Light ONLY.

*Patented Design

Operates on “AA” batteries. Choose Alkaline, Lithium, or Rechargeable.
BEASTBEAM MT™ is a powerful LED dual intensity flashlight with an output beam exceeding 100 lumens. What distinguishes this BEASTBEAM MT™ is the ability to emit either a high or low intensity flashlight, a high-intensity flashlight with a dual-color side-flashing strobe, a dual-color flashing strobe by itself, or a sideways floodlight. The strobe and flood modes can be used while wearing the light in an accessory holster or clip for hands-free safety!

OPERATION:
Handheld, it’s a powerful LED flashlight. On the belt it is a powerful 2-color safety strobe or flood light to keep you safe. Stand it on its end to make a highly visible road flare!

ACCESSORIES:
7500-HOLL: Leather Holster: for belts up to 2-1/4” wide, holds light vertically. Plain Finish.
7500-HOLP: Polymer Belt Holster: Polymer Plastic Holster for belts up to 2-1/4” wide, holds light vertically. Designed to accommodate typical Duty Belts.
7500-HOLS: Polymer Swivel Holster: Polymer Plastic Swivel Holster for belts up to 2-1/4” wide, holds light vertically. Designed to accommodate typical Duty Belts.
7500-HDCLIP: Heavy-Duty Polymer Pocket Clip. This may be installed on the light at any time.
7500-BASE: Wall-Mount Bracket. Screws onto wall and stores light on wall. Light snaps free as needed.

AA” Alkaline batteries included. Lithium or Rechargeable batteries available. (Note: Rechargeable batteries require a charger see accessory AC-CH4AA)

2-COLOR STROBE PROTECTS YOU!

OPTIONS:
Choose any SINGLE color or TWO colors for Strobe/Flood Light.

AVAILABLE COLORS: White, Red, Amber, Green, Blue, Infrared.
* The forward facing beam is ALWAYS White.
SaberWand™ brilliantly provides law enforcement and traffic controllers with a powerful, lightweight wand to effectively direct traffic and demand oncoming drivers attention! The SaberWand™ is fabricated using the latest technology to provide the user with a compact, lightweight, easy to see, bright LED light source for effectively guiding traffic. Its light weight avoids officer fatigue. Its compact size permits it to be placed in a pocket or snapped into a belt clip accessory. It is not a flashlight with a snap on cover that (like old designs) is easy to lose. The wand threads into the front of the light so that it is always readily available, thereby eliminating fumbling in the trunk, looking for a wand to snap onto a flashlight.

**ACCESSORIES:**

- **7500-HOLL:** Leather Holster: for belts up to 2-1/4" wide, holds light vertically. Designed to accomodate typical Duty Belts.
- **7500-HOLS:** Polymer Swivel Holster: Polymer Plastic Swivel Holster for belts up to 2-1/4" wide, holds light vertically. Designed to accomodate typical Duty Belts.

**MODEL 1500 - BEZEL INTENSITY CONTROL:**
- SaberWand LED wand
- High intensity plus flashing
- Rotate bezel to change modes of operation
- Fluorescent YELLOW case
- Specify LED color when ordering

**MODEL 1501 - THUMBSWITCH INTENSITY CONTROL:**
- Similar to Model 1500
- Plus Thumbswitch for easy operation with one hand
- Specify LED color when ordering

**MODEL 1502 - FINNED THUMBSWITCH, SINGLE COLOR WAND:**
- Similar to Model 1500
- Plus Finned thumbswitch for easy operation even with large gloves

**MODEL 1520 - FINNED THUMBSWITCH, DUAL COLOR WAND:**
- Similar to Model 1500
- Plus finned thumbswitch for easy operation even with large gloves.
- Standard Model 1520 is a white wand emitting RED or GREEN light.

**MODEL 5071 - THUMBSWITCH CONTROLLED, MULTI-COLOR WAND**
- 100 Lumen LED Flashlight (White Focused Beam)
- Detachable Wand
- Thumbswitch & Bezel Controlled
- 4 Different Colors in 1 Wand! (WHITE, RED, GREEN & BLUE)

**TWO COLORS, IN ONE WAND!**

**STANDARD FEATURES:**
- Bright Solid State LED Lamp
- Available in Red, Green, Blue, White, Amber & Infrared
- Waterproof
- Uses (3) "AA" Batteries – Alkaline, Lithium or NiMH Rechargeable
- Two Modes of Operation: HIGH Intensity STEADY & FLASHING
- Highly efficient LED driving technology offers 7 hours of run time at HIGH Intensity (STEADY)
- Built in flasher doubles battery life to 14 hours at HIGH Intensity FLASHING Mode
- Standard Case Color is Safety Yellow
- .32 lbs with batteries
- 10.5" long

**OPTIONS:**
1. Choose color of emitted light: Red, Amber, White, Blue, Green, or Infrared.
2. Choose batteries: "AA" Alkaline batteries are included. Lithium or Rechargeable batteries available. (Note: Rechargeable batteries require a charger. See accessory 7500-CH4AA)
3. Choose pocket clip, add an optional pocket clip.
**BEASTBEAM 360™ Portable**

The perfect rapid-deploy marking light when you need 360° illumination in a compact battery powered unit. Installed in an abuse resistant housing, the design can be clipped on personnel, clamped or magnetically mounted to a vehicle’s body. The powerful beam is visible 360° around and can be seen from over two miles away. This light can also be attached to poles to mark lanes or staked into the ground to illuminate drop zones, refueling points, or tent pegs. A solar switch is available to preserve battery life. The light weighs approx. 5 oz., is approximately 6-1/2” long, has 50,000 hour vibration and shockproof bulbs and runs on (4) “AA” batteries, which last an average of 70 hours. This design includes both, Steady and Flashing modes, selected by rotating the lens.

**ACCESSORIES:**
- Fluorescent yellow case (standard)
- 50,000hr LED lamp
- Flashing and Steady beam models
- Size 5-7/8” long
- Watertight

**MODELS 7000:**
**BEZEL INTENSITY CONTROL:**
- BEASTBEAM 360™ including steady and flashing modes.
- Rotate bezel to activate light and change modes
- Fluorescent YELLOW case
- Specify LED color when ordering

**MODELS 7100:**
**THUMBSWITCH INTENSITY CONTROL:**
- Similar to MODEL 7000
- Plus thumb switch for one-handed control of illumination
- Specify LED color when ordering

**OPTIONS:**
1. **CHOOSE COLOR OF EMITTED LIGHT:**
   - Red, Amber, White, Blue, Green, or Infrared.
2. **CHOOSE BATTERIES:**
   - “AA” Alkaline Batteries included. Lithium or Rechargeable* batteries are available.
   *NOTICE: Rechargeable batteries require a charger. (Accessory 7500-CH4AA)
3. **CHOOSE POCKET CLIP.**
4. **CHOOSE CASE COLOR:**
   - Safety Yellow or Black
5. **CHOOSE SOLAR SWITCH:**
   - Choose NO SOLAR SWITCH or optional Solar Switch to automatically turn light ON at dusk.
6. **CHOOSE LENS TYPE:**
   - Choose NO FLANGE or ADD FLANGE which permits light to attach to top of safety cone.

**MOUNTING ACCESSORIES:**
- 7500-3MAG: Magnet-mount yellow polymer snap-on base with 3 powerful magnets.
- 7500-WBASE: Heavy-weighted yellow bases.
- 7500-BASE: Snap-in base with three-hole mounting to wall, etc.
LEDLights™ Landing Zone Kit Model 8300 is the ULTIMATE design as it performs during the day or night & is excellent for pilots with or without Night Vision Goggles. This patented State-of-the-Art design utilizes high quality LED lights in combination with daylight fluorescent bases. LED lamps & precision optics are designed so that the lights are visible from miles away, yet do not blind pilots as they approach the landing zone (even those using Night Vision Goggles). The brightly colored fluorescent bases are visible even in the brightest sunlight & weigh down the lights to prevent rotor wash from shifting the lights. All of the lights & bases are stored in a foam lined, Jump-On-Tough™, orange carrying case.

**OPTIONAL REFLECTIVE TAPE IS AVAILABLE FOR PLACEMENT ON THE LIGHTS & FLUORESCENT BASE PLATES.**

**LANDING ZONE KIT MODEL 8300 INCLUDES:**

- (4) RED MightyFlare Stick™ Lights (Model MFSB) STEADY Beam (to mark corners of LZ)
- (1) AMBER/YELLOW MightyFlare™ Stick Light (Model MFSA) PULSING Beam (to indicate wind direction)
- (4) FLUORESCENT ORANGE BASE PLATES, 9” x 9”, 3 lbs ea
- (1) FLUORESCENT YELLOW BASE PLATE, 9” x 9”, 3 lbs ea
- Heavy-Duty, Jump-On-Tough™, Foam Lined Orange Case, 14”x13”x 6”
- Laminated Instruction Sheet
- “AA” Alkaline Batteries Included

Kit Weighs 21 lbs.
BEASTBEAM™ MODEL 2650

- Designed for both handheld use or magnetic attachment to a metal surface.
- Rotating bracket allows directing the beam with ease!
- Draws minimal power & projects a powerful beam … A BEASTBEAM™!

- Compact, yet a VERY EFFECTIVE Floodlight.
- Stainless Steel hardware for corrosion prevention.
- Waterproof

SPECIFICATIONS:
Draws .05 Amps at 12VDC
Light Head approx. 4-1/2” L x 1-1/2” H

OPTIONS:
1. CHOOSE LED COLOR:
   White, Red, Amber, Blue, Green, InfraRed

2. CHOOSE BEAM:
   SPOT or FLOOD

3. STANDARD VOLTAGE:
   12VDC, 24VDC
   (Other voltages available)

4. HOUSING COLOR:
   Black or White

Draws power from cigarette lighter plug!

180⁰ ROTATING HANDLE!

180 degree adjustability, for handheld detail lighting

Magnet attaches to side of vehicle for lighting a work area
BEASTBEAM™ MODEL 2600:

- Designed for Surface Mounting.
- The two-piece bracket allows the beam to be directed UP/DOWN/LEFT or RIGHT.
- Draws minimal power & projects a powerful beam … A BEASTBEAM™!
  - Compact, yet VERY EFFECTIVE!
  - Stainless Steel hardware for corrosion prevention.
  - Waterproof

SPECIFICATIONS:
Draws .05 Amps at 12VDC
Light Head approx. 4-1/2” L x 1-1/2” H

Use Model 2600 on carts and more...

OPTIONS:
1. CHOOSE LED COLOR:
   White, Red, Amber, Blue, Green, InfraRed

2. CHOOSE BEAM:
   SPOT or FLOOD

3. CHOOSE VOLTAGE:
   12VDC, 24VDC or 110VAC

4. WIRING TYPE:
   4’ of wire, 2 leads

5. TRIM COLOR:
   Black or White

Lights include a 2-piece bracket with lockable up/down, left/right movement for ultimate adjustability!
BEASTBEAM 360™ Model 2900/2920

LED lights provide Law Enforcement and Emergency Services personnel with an economical yet effective 360 degree horizontal light beam for their vehicles. They are available in either a single color, or dual color alternating flash of any two of the following colors: White, Green, Blue, Red, Amber, or InfraRed. All versions use state of the art current controlling LED drive technology with reverse battery protection. Each light provides (9) user selectable flash patterns. Each circuit contains a thermally conductive potting compound to increase its resistance to shock and vibration. Lights to be hard wired are equipped with built-in FlashMasterBus technology that allows the installer to set up a master/slave system so that all of your vehicle lights can be connected to flash in synchronization or to alternate.

**Model 2900:**
**FLAT SURFACE MOUNT FLANGE:**
Includes 2 sheet metal screws for attaching to a flat surface.

**Model 2910:**
**PIPE MOUNT FLANGE:**
Same as Model 2900, but includes 3/4” female NPT mount. Excellent motorcycle pole light!

**Model 2920:**
**MAGNETIC MOUNT:** For removable or temporary emergency lighting. Includes powerful magnetic base, cigarette lighter plug, and 10’ of wire for portable mounting.

**FLASH PATTERNS:**
- **Slow Single Flash**
  100 single flashes per minute
- **Fast Single Flash**
  260 single flashes per minute
- **Slow Double Flash**
  50 double flashes per minute
- **Fast Double Flash**
  150 double flashes per minute
- **Triple Flash**
  100 triple flashes per minute
- **Quad Flash**
  90 quad flashes per minute
- **Double Flash Combo**
  36 DFS and 3 DFF per minute
- **Triple Single Combo**
  47 triples followed by 3 singles
- **Rotates flash patterns 1-8**
- **Slave - Synchronize Slave Light**
  Flash coincides with master.
- **Slave-ASynchronize Slave Light**
  Flash opposes master.

* Note: Flash patterns on lights with cigarette lighter plugs do NOT include slave patterns.

**OPTIONS:**
1. Choose LED COLOR for SINGLE COLOR or DUAL COLOR:
   Available Colors: InfraRed, Red, Amber, White, Blue, Green
2. Choose LENS Color
3. Choose Wiring Type:
   **PLAIN WIRE LEADS:** 4’ wire, 4 leads
   **CIGARETTE LIGHTER PLUG:** includes 10’ of wire, integral switch, indicator light and 10A fuse.

Choose Voltage: 12VDC or 24VDC

**SPECIFICATIONS:**
- **Housing:** Black Polycarbonate
- **Lens:** Clear Polycarbonate
- **Dimensions:** 3.8” diameter X 1.8” tall single stack pipe
- **LED Colors Available:** White, Green, Red, Blue, Amber, or InfraRed
- **Features:** Reverse Battery Protection, Waterproof
- **Operating Voltage/Current:** 11 – 15 VDC, 600 mA max/12 VDC
- **Fuse:** 2A Fuse per light

**OTHER:**
- 50,000 hour LED lamps
- Shock/Vibration proof
- Watertight
- Dual or single color options
- Standard 4’ wire leads

* Patented Design
BEASTBEAM™ MODEL 2400 is a powerful LED based electronic lighting system based on our successful military versions. Our engineers have designed military vehicle lighting for over twenty years, and now bring this level of experience and advanced design to law enforcement and fire/rescue agencies. Compared to lights that may LOOK similar, our lights will draw less power and project a brighter beam... a BEASTBEAM™! Other manufacturers still use obsolete LED lamps resulting in unnecessarily large warning lights. BEASTBEAMS™ are compact, yet fully earn the term “BEASTBEAM™”!

MODELS 2400/2404 are designed as a surface-mount light of up to two colors allowing an alternating color signal (red/blue, for example). Alternatively, they can emit a single color, providing increased intensity in a single color. Lights include 4’ of wire and the FlashMaster Bus™ which permits the installer to easily connect any group of BeastBeams™ to flash in synchronization or to alternate when flashing. No additional control circuit is required. A black trim bezel is available as an accessory to complete a more finished looking install.

FLASH PATTERNS:
- Slow Single Flash
  100 single flashes per minute
- Fast Single Flash
  260 single flashes per minute
- Slow Double Flash
  50 double flashes per minute
- Fast Double Flash
  150 double flashes per minute
- Triple Flash
  100 triple flashes per minute
- Quad Flash
  90 quad flashes per minute
- Double Flash Combo
  36 DFS and 3 DFF per minute
- Triple Single Combo
  47 triples followed by 3 singles
- Rotates flash patterns 1-8
- Slave - Synchronize Slave light*
  Flash coincides with master.
- Slave-ASynchronize Slave light*
  Flash opposes master.

*Note: Flash patterns on lights with cigarette lighter plugs do not include slave patterns.

OPTIONS:
1. CHOOSE LED COLOR. Choose between SINGLE or DUAL-COLOR feature.
2. CHOOSE BEAM: Spot, Spot/Ribbed
3. CHOOSE LENS COLOR:
4. CHOOSE WIRING TYPE:
   - PLAIN WIRE LEADS: 4’ wire
   - CIGARETTE LIGHTER PLUG: includes 10’ of wire, integral switch, indicator light and 10A fuse.)

AVAILABLE COLORS INCLUDE:
InfraRed, Red, Amber, White, Blue, Green

MODEL 2400 - SINGLE COLOR, (4) LED SURFACE-MOUNT LIGHT
Each of the (4) LEDs can be of a single color with all LEDs flashing simultaneously with one of the built-in flash patterns. You can also select a Dual-Color feature with any two colors alternating and flashing with one of the built-in flash patterns.
BEASTBEAM™ MODEL 2000 is a powerful LED based electronic lighting system based on our successful military versions. Our engineers have designed military vehicle lighting for over twenty years, and now bring this level of experience and advanced design to law enforcement and fire/rescue agencies. Compared to lights that may LOOK similar, our lights will draw less power and project a brighter beam... a BEASTBEAM™! BEASTBEAMS™ are compact, yet fully earn the term “BEASTBEAM™”!

MODEL 2000-2030 are designed for sloped interior front or rear window mounting to emit light of up to two colors allowing an alternating color signal (red/blue, for example). Alternatively, they can emit a single color, providing increased intensity in that color. Lights include 4’ of wire and the FlashMaster Bus™ circuit having (9) selectable flash patterns. This permits the installer to easily connect any group of BeastBeams™ to flash in synchronization or to alternate when flashing. No additional control circuit is required. The scoop design with rubber sealant eliminates most of the “flashback” of competitive designs, helping the driver see more clearly.

FLASH PATTERNS:

- **Slow Single Flash**: 100 single flashes per minute
- **Fast Single Flash**: 260 single flashes per minute
- **Slow Double Flash**: 50 double flashes per minute
- **Fast Double Flash**: 150 double flashes per minute
- **Triple Flash**: 100 triple flashes per minute
- **Quad Flash**: 90 quad flashes per minute
- **Double Flash Combo**: 36 DFS and 3 DFF per minute
- **Triple Single Combo**: 47 triples followed by 3 singles
- **Rotates flash patterns 1-8**
- **Slave - Synchronize Slave light**
- **Slave - ASynchronize Slave light**

*Note: Flash patterns on lights with cigarette lighter plugs do not include slave patterns.

OPTIONS:

1. **Choose LED COLOR**.
   Choose between a SINGLE or DUAL-COLOR feature.
   Available colors include: Infrared, Red, Amber, White, Blue, Green

2. **Choose Beam**:
   SPOT, SPOT/RIBBED

3. **Choose Lens Color**.

4. **Choose Wiring Type**:
   - PLAIN WIRE LEADS: 4’ wire
   - CIGARETTE LIGHTER PLUG: includes 10’ of wire, integral switch, indicator light and 10A fuse.

5. **Choose Voltage**.
BEASTBEAM™ MODELS 2500/2530 is a powerful LED based electronic lighting system based on our successful military versions. Compared to lights that may LOOK similar, our lights will draw less power and project a brighter beam... a BEASTBEAM™!

BEASTBEAMS™ are compact, yet fully earn the title of a “BEASTBEAM™”!

They are designed for vertical, front or rear window mounting, to emit light of one or two colors. Lights include (8) flash patterns, any one of which can be selected by touching the white pattern wire to ground. Lights include 4’ of wire and the Flash Master Bus™ which permits the installer to easily connect any group of BEASTBEAMS™ so they can flash in synchronization or to alternate when flashing. No additional control circuit is required. The mount features (4) rubber suction cups and RTV silicone rubber to block flashback at the driver and to ensure a secure and lasting window mount.

MODEL 2500 - (4) LED, FRONT OR REAR VERTICAL WINDOW INTERIOR MOUNT:
Each of the (4) LEDs can be of a Single Color with all LEDs flashing simultaneously with one of the built-in flash patterns. You may also select a Dual-Color feature with any two colors alternating and flashing with one of the built-in flash patterns.

MODEL 2530 - SET OF TWO PRE-WIRED FLASHING VERTICAL WINDOW MOUNTS
The first light in the set is pre-wired to the second light which is mounted on the opposite side of the window. The lights are pre-wired with 4’ of wire between them so installation is easy, requiring power for only one of the lights. The set provides (9) Flash Patterns and sync-async capability.

FLASH PATTERNS:
- Slow Single Flash
  100 single flashes per minute
- Fast Single Flash
  260 single flashes per minute
- Slow Double Flash
  50 double flashes per minute
- Fast Double Flash
  150 double flashes per minute
- Triple Flash
  100 triple flashes per minute
- Quad Flash
  90 quad flashes per minute
- Double Flash Combo
  36 DFS and 3 DFF per minute
- Triple Single Combo
  47 triples followed by 3 singles
- Rotates flash patterns 1-8
- Slave - Synchronize Slave light*
  Flash coincides with master.
- Slave-ASynchronize Slave light*
  Flash opposes master.

OPTIONS:
1. CHOOSE LED COLOR:
Choose between a SINGLE COLOR or DUAL-COLOR feature.

AVAILABLE LED COLORS INCLUDE:
InfraRed, Red, Amber, White, Blue, Green

2. CHOOSE BEAM:
SPOT or SPOT RIBBED

3. CHOOSE LENS COLOR

4. CHOOSE WIRING TYPE:
PLAIN WIRE LEADS: 4’wire
CIGARETTE LIGHTER PLUG: includes 10’ of wire, integral switch, indicator light and 10A fuse.

5. CHOOSE VOLTAGE

*Note: Flash patterns on lights with cigarette lighter plugs do not include slave patterns.
Available as a direct replacement for a PAR36 lamp, or available as any one of a variety of mounting options when it is to be employed without an existing housing. These options include:

- Housing
- Housing with clevis
- Flush-mount rubber ring for large hole mounting
- Flush-mount plastic ring bolts to surface for flat surface mounting

ADVANTAGES:

- High Efficiency
- Waterproof
- Long life LED lamps (average life 50,000 hours)

STANDARD FEATURES:

- Choose color of emitted light: Amber, Blue, Green, Red, White, Infrared, Multi-Color White and Yellow.
- Choose any one of 3 beam patterns.
- Clear, colorless lens (colored lenses also available, see Options)
- Includes FLASHMaster BUS that permits each light to control all other lights providing (9) different flash patterns. Each pattern can operate in either “synch” or “asynch” relationship.
- Each light includes 4’ of wire.

OPTIONS:

- Available to operate from either 12VDC, 24VDC or 110VAC.
- Available with a color lens having a tint that matches the emitted light selected for the unit.
- Available as a white flood or spotlight, or as a warning light.
- Choose a lens option beam pattern depending on the desired output pattern. You can select from a concentrated “spot” that sends out a concentrated directional beam, a “swept” that concentrates the lights vertically but provides a wide, horizontal beam, allowing for better side visibility, or a “flood” that projects a wide and even illumination.

- Multiple mounting configurations: Visit www.LEDLights.com

SPECIFICATIONS:

- Dimensions of basic shape: 4-3/4” in diameter x 3/4” depth.

Model 2810 can also be used as a stand-alone flood or warning light when it is ordered with one of the optional mounting configurations.

As a warning light, there are (9) user selectable flash patterns and can be changed by shorting the pattern select wire to ground on 5 wire systems. Each circuit is potted in a thermally conductive potting compound to increase its resistance to shock and vibration.
STANDARD FEATURES:
• SINGLE COLOR or DUAL COLOR
• FLASHING or STEADY Beam
• BLACK or WHITE Trim
• Very Wide Angle Patent Pending Optics
• User Selectable Flash Patterns
• Sync/Async Compatible (designed to work with our other lights as well)
• Sturdy Weatherproof Design
• Made in U.S.A.

OPTIONS INCLUDE:
• LED Color Options include:
  - RED, BLUE, AMBER, WHITE, GREEN or INFRARED
• Optic Choices include:
  - Swept, Spot or NO Optic
• Specially designed to mount to your Rear Side View mirrors
• Any color combinations

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Dimensions of light: 1”H x 1-5/8”W x 3/4”D
• 2 ft. of Wire
• 12v DC

The **MiniBeast™ Mirror Lights** can be mounted directly to the back of mirrors having a flat back surface using **Model 5110** or mounted to the underside of the mirror using **Model 5100**. The standard flat flange model is for mirrors having flat undersides, and mounts to both driver and passenger side mirrors.

For vehicles with mirrors having curved undersides, models are available with contours to match the curved underside mirrors. For curved mirrors, please email us at info@ledlights.com with your vehicle's year/make/model so we can provide a **MiniBeast™ Mirror Light** specifically designed to meet your needs!

For example, **Model 5190** is designed specifically for the **2012-2015 Dodge Charger Police Pursuit**. Because of its unique side mirror shape, this model WILL NOT fit other model vehicles.

The **MiniBeast™ Mirror Lights** emit an impressive, high intensity light that will get you noticed!
STANDARD FEATURES:
- Can be wirelessly linked to other BeastBeam™ Suitcase Lights™ for added effectiveness!
- Battery Operated
- Rechargeable
- Lightweight
- Portable

ADVANTAGES:
- High Efficiency
- Waterproof
- Long life LED lamps (average life 50,000 hours)
- Clear, colorless lenses
- Includes FLASHMaster BUS that permits each light to control all other lights providing multiple flash patterns. Each pattern can operate in either “synch” or “asynch” relationship.

SPECIFICATIONS:
- Dimensions: 14”L X 13”W X 8”D
MINI-BEAST™ MINI LIGHT™
THE BRIGHTEST LIGHT YOU’LL ALWAYS SEE!

Model 5120 - MiniBeast™ Pancake Light™

ACTUAL DIMENSIONS:
1-5/8”w X 1-1/2”h x 7/16”d

MiniBeast™ Pancake Light™ lights are compact and therefore not vulnerable to damage. Yet, they are still powerful enough to deserve the name BEASTBEAM™. There are three configurations including the MiniBeast™ Pancake Light™, MiniBeast™ Standard and the MiniBeast™ Flange™. All are IP67 waterproof and have small footprints permitting them to be mounted in tight spaces. All are available as warning lights having one or two emitted colors, (8) selectable built-in flash patterns and alternating or synchronized flashing when installed with lights having our FlashMasterBus™ circuits. All are also available as area, flood or work lights emitting white light for general illumination or emitting a steady light of any selected color for decorative lighting such as the sides or under carriage of a vehicle.

All models are designed to be fastened to a flat surface, however if the available flat surface does not aim the light as desired an optional swivel bracket permits the emitted light to be mounted then aimed up / down or left / right.

The MiniBeast™ Pancake Light™ is almost flat having a height of approximately 1/4 inch. It does not include optics so it is visible from almost any direction within a hemisphere. This design is employed as a warning light when you do not know the direction of the observer. It is also excellent as a white light for illuminating compartment areas in a vehicle or a cabinet because it evenly illuminates.

The MiniBeast™ Standard is approximately 1 inch tall and is designed be fastened to a flat surface with the back of the light up against the surface such that the light beam emerges perpendicular to the flat surface. It includes a choice of a spot or wide-angle flood optic. The optic intensifies the light towards a desired direction. The optic is primarily used when the light is to be viewed from a substantial distance.

The MiniBeast™ Flange™ is approximately 1 inch tall, includes a flange at its top and is designed be fastened to a flat surface with the top of the light up against the surface such that the light beam emerges parallel to the flat surface. It includes a choice of a spot or wide-angle flood optic. The optic intensifies the light towards a desired direction.

OPTIONS INCLUDE:
- Choose any color LED (Red, White Blue, Amber, Green & Infrared)
- Choose any Voltage (12VDC - 72VDC)
- Wide Angle Multidirectional Lens
- Compact Waterproof Housing
- Dimensions: (1-5/8”w x 1-1/2”h x 7/16”d)

MODEL 5120: SINGLE OR DUAL Color Flashing Vehicle Warning Light
- (2) Powerful LEDs
- (9) Built in Flash Patterns
- Synchronized Flashing when used with our other lights.

MODEL 5125: SINGLE OR DUAL Color Flashing Vehicle Warning Light with Swivel Mounting Bracket
- (2) Powerful LEDs
- (9) Built in Flash Patterns
- Synchronized Flashing when used with our other lights.
- Swivel Mounting Bracket allows light to move up & down & side to side.

OPTIONS INCLUDE:
- Choose any color LED (Red, White Blue, Amber, Green & Infrared)
- Choose any Voltage (12VDC - 72VDC)
- Wide Angle Multidirectional Lens
- Compact Waterproof Housing
- Dimensions: (1-5/8”w x 1-1/2”h x 7/16”d)
The **BEASTBEAM™ TETRAD™ 4F FLASHLIGHT** is a unique patented flashlight which provides up to four colors, selectable by rotating the bezel, with each color a powerful high-intensity LED light beam. Common multicolor flashlights change colors by placing filters over the lens. This is inefficient because filters absorb a large percentage of the light and they can be easily displaced or lost. The **BEASTBEAM™ TETRAD™ 4F FLASHLIGHT** is unique in that it changes colors without filters and each color is concentrated into an intense beam, far brighter than that achievable with filters.

Available colors include: High-intensity bluish white, High intensity high color rendering index white (slightly yellow white hue for accurate color rendering), Red, Amber, Green, Blue, Infrared, and Ultraviolet.

The **BEASTBEAM™ TETRAD™ 4F FLASHLIGHT** operates on 4 "AA" batteries and can function with either alkaline or lithium rechargeable cells. It is watertight, tough and compact. Each and every one of the colors can be infinitely dimmed using the convenient thumb switch. It also includes both Steady and Flashing beam modes.

The **BEASTBEAM™ TETRAD™ 4F FLASHLIGHT** is available with or without a hooded bezel. The hooded bezel shields the light making it less visible from the side increasing security from hostile persons. The hooded bezel additionally reduces distractions caused by visible light emerging from the side of the flashlight.

The **BEASTBEAM™ TETRAD™ 4F FLASHLIGHT**, equipped with a hooded bezel, can also include a screw on ResQ™ Lens which turns its powerful forward beam into a 360° signal for those situations where you want to be seen from miles away.

The **BEASTBEAM™ TETRAD™ 4T TRAFFIC WAND** is a unique, patented traffic wand which provides up to four colors selectable by rotating the bezel with each color a powerful high-intensity LED light beam.

The **BEASTBEAM™ TETRAD™ 4T TRAFFIC WAND** operates on 4 "AA" batteries and can function with either alkaline or lithium rechargeable cells. It is watertight, tough and compact. Each and every one of the colors can be infinitely dimmed using the convenient thumb switch. It also includes both Steady and Flashing beam modes.

The **BEASTBEAM™ TETRAD™ 4T TRAFFIC WAND** can include a screw on ResQ™ Lens which can be substituted for the screw on wand turning its powerful forward beam into a 360° signal for those situations where you want to be seen.

The **BEASTBEAM™ TETRAD™ 4T TRAFFIC WAND** is available with either a black or fluorescent yellow case.

The **BEASTBEAM™ TETRAD™ 4T TRAFFIC WAND** is available with the following options:

- Hooded or Non-Hooded Bezel
- Quick Deploy Traffic Wand
- Quick Deploy ResQ™ Lens (which turns its powerful forward beam into a 360° signal for those situations where you want to be seen)
- Black or Safety Yellow Case

Available colors include:

- High-intensity White (Cool)
- High-intensity White (Warm) (slightly yellow white hue for accurate color rendering)
- Red
- Blue
- Amber
- Green
- Infrared

The **BEASTBEAM™ TETRAD™ 4S SIGNAL LIGHT** uses the same 4 color **BEASTBEAM™ TETRAD™ 4F FLASHLIGHT** with one very significant difference. The patented ResQ™ lens turns your 4 color flashlight into a 4 color SIGNAL BEACON! It turns your forward facing flashlight beam into a 360° Visible Signal Beacon for those situations where you want to be seen from miles away.

The **BEASTBEAM™ TETRAD™ 4S SIGNAL LIGHT** is available with either a Black or Safety Yellow Case.
Support U.S. Manufacturers!
Support U.S. Jobs!

TERRORISTS FOUND IN TRUNK OF PATROL CAR

BURNED eyes and faces!
Vehicles SMASHING into officers!
Clothing set on FIRE!
Police vehicles BLOWING UP!
Officers FORCED to inhale TOXIC FUMES!

Rockledge, FL. - Law enforcement agencies in many states have discovered terrorists in the trunks of their vehicles! No, they aren’t Al-Qaeda, they are incendiary flares found in many patrol cars! It is sad to say, but many police departments still pay lots of money to buy dangerous incendiary flares which are responsible for horrific accidents! They have been proven dangerous to Police Officers and the public! Get them OUT of your vehicle today! We can HELP! Let AN exceptional AMERICAN MADE PRODUCT, with three patents pending, join your department today! Lots of money WILL be saved because you will no longer pay, and pay, and pay again for incendiary flares! SAVING MONEY WHILE SAVING OFFICERS IS NOT A BAD CONCEPT!

* See pages 4-11 for safe, economical, American Made, LED road flares.

Warranty Statement:
LEDLights™ warrants its products to be free from defects in materials and workmanship, under normal use, for the warranty period of three years from the date of purchase. During this warranty period, LEDLights™ will replace or repair, at its option, any parts or electronic assemblies of the unit which, upon inspection, reveal a defect in material or workmanship. Warranty service will be provided during the warranty period at no cost if the defective product is returned to LEDLights™, shipping prepaid. LEDLights™ will pay for return shipping.

For complete warranty information and conditions please visit our website, www.LEDLights.com

321-690-2462
www.LEDLights.com
474 Barnes Blvd., Suite“K”, Rockledge, FL 32955
www.LEDLights.com

Employment opportunities: careers@ledlights.com